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Duncan and Maduin, wanderers of a world on the brink of a war. One
of them is an air mage, the other is a rogue, the other an
infantryman... The one thing they have in common is that they both
have the same last name. Gentle, but tough, they are on the run,
having escaped from a firm that took over their town and refused to
pay them their wages. Now they must leave in search of answers,
discover the truth, and right a much bigger wrong than any of them
could have ever imagined. But they have their work cut out for them.
Enemies will be fought by their hands and arms, across the land and
through the labyrinthine underworld, because the two are still very
much alive. And their search will take them through the depths of time
and space. Non-NMDA receptor-mediated nitric oxide production in
the rat spinal dorsal horn after nerve injury. The involvement of nitric
oxide in neuropathic pain remains controversial. Previous studies in
isolated spinal cord preparations from newborn rats have shown that
cultured spinal neurons produce nitric oxide through the activation of
N-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptors, but it is not known whether
this is also true in adult rats. The present study tested the hypothesis
that nitric oxide is produced by spinal neurons through the activation
of NMDA receptors after nerve injury in adult rats. This was tested by
measuring nitrite and nitrate, the stable metabolites of nitric oxide, in
dorsal horn of the spinal cord. Electrical stimulation of sciatic nerve at
1 Hz and a N(omega)-nitro-L-arginine (L-NNA)-induced hyperalgesia
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were used as indexes of nitric oxide production. The presence of
NMDA receptors was tested by investigating the effect of ketamine on
L-NNA-induced hyperalgesia. In naive rats, L-NNA induced a dose-
related hyperalgesia that was reversed by ketamine. Mechanical
allodynia was not observed after L-NNA administration. In rats with a
unilateral chronic constriction injury of the sciatic nerve, mechanical
allodynia developed within one day after the operation and was
reversed by ketamine, but L-NNA had no effect on this hyperalgesia.
Nitrite and nitrate were significantly increased in the dorsal horn of
the lumbar segment of the spinal cord contralateral to the injury. In
contrast, mechanical allodynia and
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Features Key:
1 Player, local network multiplayer
2 maps and 3 modes
game mode is automatically selected from one of the maps
level system, standard bots and players
adjustable mass
use of source by default, optional restricted and external
single click game setup, switch to multiple clicks for more
white background with black font
darkening enabled by default, optinally you can lower the opacity
simple and configurable menu, interval updates
no chat, no click commands nor buttons, customizable messages
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abstracted gameplay, support for industry standard game engines like cocos, opengl
and webui. all features and game methods are independent from the engine for
customizability. the engine can control what game methods the game uses or to use
all available methods.
license wise the game is GPL and MIT
icons available for most popular os, separate package installer
small size (~700kb)
listen to music and sounds
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